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Seen from long way away
Create a focal and meeting point
Ideal for including corporate image
Maintenance-free with modern movements and controls

A projecting clock is another popular way of providing a focal point in
a public area to get the kind of benefits of a pillar clock where there is
no space at ground level. There can be few better ways to identify
your building than with a projecting clock and you will often find that
planning authorities view clocks more sympathetically than they might
view more traditional ways of displaying a corporate image. A clock is
always likely to become a meeting point, and in its own way become
an advert for its building.
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Hawkins projecting clocks are engineered to give an excellent finish and
longevity. Brackets are always treated and painted to avoid corrosion, and dials
and dial boxes are produced so as to look magnificent for years to come.
Modern movements and controls
give all the benefits available to all other Hawkins products, but in a style of
clock that gets the maximum of impact in the most crowded of streets.
We offer a varied standard range of designs each of which can be customised
to suit your requirements. We also have a large range of tooling as well as inhouse fabrication facilities which mean we can create eye catching bespoke
designs to meet your specific requirements or match your corporate image.

1: Hanging

2: Modern

3: Traditional

Style / To suit

460mm Dial

610mm Dial

760mm Dial

1

£2000

£2300

£2600

2

£1800

£2100

£2400

3

£2600

£2900

£3200

Above prices include fixing details, a controller for automated time changes and power failure corrections as standard.
Delivery to UK Mainland is also included. Prices are shown exclusive of VAT which will be added at the current rate.
Our drum clocks can be finished in virtually any colour and in any style, Modern, Classic, Traditional or Bespoke and not
with just the dial design shown in our visual.
LED illumination, Signage, Bell Chiming and Protective Covers can be added to any of our designs where requested.
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